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	Abstract: BACKGROUNDThe Marine Corps faces many challenges in maintaining diverse and aging fleets of equipment across a dynamic global operational environment.  An additional challenge was intentionally self-inflicted in 2014 by directing a transition to Condition Based Maintenance (CBM+) in the release of the Ground Equipment Maintenance Program (GEMP) Marine Corps Order.  The Marine Corps knows that it does not have the financial or personnel resources to maintain readiness in a post-war, but not post-conflict world without structural improvements to the way equipment is managed.  The Marine Corps assessed what the Joint community and commercial industry were using to establish a CBM+ capability balancing suitability for a Marine Corps ground environment with low risk and investment.  Selecting the NAVAIR-developed and Government-Owned (GOTS) Maintenance Planning, Scheduling and Execution (MPS&E) suite provided  a common set of tools across Marine aviation and ground equipment, but also provided a robust set of tools to facilitate integration of data across acquisition, sustainment and maintenance domains in a closed-loop.  A pilot was established, using the LVSR platform to migrate the maintenance tasks from the legacy format, and introduce recommendations from recent RCM analysis.  The Event-Based Maintenance (EBM) tool is the MPSE component used by maintainers and provided to a unit at Camp Lejeune, NC for  use in scheduling maintenance and providing a mobile, tailored technical manual that was optimized for  specific maintenance tasks to be performed that day.  Introduction of EBM at the field-level is the start of the “fleet-side” introduction of a CBM+ capability that through MPS&E and other system interfaces will enable the feedback and Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) between Field and Enterprise stakeholders.      BUILDING THE ECOSYSTEM The introduction of EBM directly demonstrated cost avoidance of $280k in parts, plus over 6,000 man hours for 18 months of LVSR PMCS maintenance in one unit.  The Marine Corps demonstrated how EBM can linked to GCSS-Marine Corps linking maintenance task data with supply chain management systems.  The system integration with MPSE is key to enabling an “Ecosystem” to support fleet management, decision support, serialized item management, and financial reporting in addition to core RCM/CBM+ analyses.The Marine Corps plans to integrate EBM with operational planning tools such as the Transportation Capacity Planning Tool (TCPT) allowing operations and maintenance personnel to plan missions and maintenance for equipment through sharing data about maintenance schedules, planned and current usage.  Capture and re-use of the data is useful outside of the unit, extensible to “condition-based” lifecycle and fleet management decisions such as Depot-level maintenance, in-service engineering, modification planning, SLEP and retiring or replacing equipment.Headquarters, Marine Corps (HQMC) intends to transition CBM+ into a program of record in order to build upon the EBM model and provide resources and for Joint Capabilities Integration Development System (JCIDS).  HQMC performed a CBM+ Capability-Based Assessment and has identified the logical Materiel and Non-materiel solutions needed to identify the correct entry into the acquisition domain.  This is being pursued in parallel to the expansion of the EBM pilot to new platforms and interfaces.


